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Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; more information about our review process can be found here. We may receive a commission for purchases made from the links we select. Final judgment GE 25.3 cu. Ft. Side-by-Side Refrigerator (view at Home Depot) is our top choice of refrigerators because it is spacious, well
made, and has many useful features (such as a factory-installed ice maker). If you're looking for something that costs a little less, Frigidaire 20.4 cu. Ft. The Top-Freezer Refrigerator (overlooking Lowe's) is a great alternative that still boasts a sleek design and spacious crisper drawers. What to look for in the fridge Style Refrigerators come in many styles.
There are two-door top freezer models that have more traditional, or bottom freezer options that put more commonly used freezers at your fingertips; A popular variation of the latest style is the French door fridge, but you need enough space to open wide doors. There are also four doors and showcase refrigerators that allow you to take a peek inside without
opening them. Hubs Ice and water hubs provide comfort, but where they are located and how they work may vary from model to model. Some hubs are external, while others are inside the door. Some refrigerators are the only freezer ice maker without a door hub at all. The choice is yours, but remember that the door hub can eat some shelf space. Size
Carefully measure the space where you plan to put your refrigerator and find the right model. Standard refrigerators come in a range of widths, with many sizes between 29 inches and 35 inches or more. Also consider whether you want a counter-depth fridge that will sit around the mast on the edge of your kitchen cabinets with a more customized look and
open feel. By Camryn Rabideau For most households, the fridge is a must-have kitchen setting. After all, the climate-controlled interior of the refrigerator helps to keep the perishable foods fresh for longer, slowing down the rate of reproduction of harmful bacteria. Without a fridge, there are products such as dairy products, meat and fresh fruit and vegetables
that have a painfully short shelf life! What many people don't realize is that refrigerators don't actually pump cool air into their interiors-instead, they use a somewhat complex system to remove heat from the air. Put in the simplest sense, the refrigerator uses a coolant to pile up or refrigerate to absorb heat from inside the refrigerator, then transfer the
absorbed heat to the outside of the appliance. In the process, the coolant changes the chemical state by going from the liquid to the gas and back as it passes through several tubes both inside and on the back of the device. This process has been honed over the years, and today's refrigerators can reliably store food at the recommended 37° Fahrenheit, as
well as keep the freezer rooms at 0°. Since most refrigerators operate in the same way, people are generally purchasing decisions based on factors such as size, design and freezer. Some of the most popular fridge styles include side-by-side refrigerators, French door refrigerators, and top-or-bottom-freezer refrigerators. However, there are other options
such as a freezer and compact refrigerators and specialty equipment such as wine refrigerators. Read on to discover some of the main considerations that should be taken into account when shopping in the fridge, as well as the pros and cons of popular products, styles and brands. There are several factors that should be considered when shopping in a
fridge, many of which affect how you and your family use the device. Dimensions: Maybe the first thing you want to consider when shopping for new refrigerator dimensions is the dimensions of the device. After all, you are likely to be set in the space where you want your fridge to go, and you need a product that fits there. Typically, modern refrigerators
measure between 30 and 36 inches in width, 67 to 70 inches in height, and 29 to 35 inches deep. There are also special counter depth refrigerators that are only 25 or 26 inches deep, allowing them to seamlessly blend into standard cabinets. In addition to the overall dimensions, it is necessary to take into account other size considerations. For one,
refrigerators usually need one inch of extra space above and behind them to ensure they are properly ventilated. You also want to ensure the fridge door has enough space to open without hitting the kitchen of the island or the wall. Volume: You also want to consider the interior of the refrigerator you buy. Depending on how many people live in your
household and how often you cook at home, you need higher or lower capacity. In general, it is recommended that the refrigerator has at least 4-6 cubic feet of space in the adult household, with a little extra on top. A couple who don't cook very often are likely to be fine at 12-16 cubic feet, while eager chefs and hosts will likely need 18 cubic feet or more.
When it comes to families, a higher capacity refrigerator is generally better-than-20 cubic feet considered the minimum for a family of four. Freezer Orientation: Most refrigerators today come with a freezer. There are some common freezer configurations, including top- and bottom-freezers and side-by-side freezers. All these styles have their own benefits and
disadvantages. Top-freezer refrigerators are the most traditional style, and because they are not considered modern, they are generally the cheapest style refrigerator. If you're not too worried about style, top freezers generally offer an impressive amount of space at a low price. On the other hand, bottom-freezer refrigerators have a more modern style, but
boast a higher price tag. Many people find this style more comfortable than top-freezer options because the fridge is eye level and the less used freezer is underneath. There is side-by-side refrigerators where the freezer takes the entire height of the device. This style of fridge often contains an ice dispenser, and it provides a much-used freezer space. The
downsides are that you need enough space to open doors in both directions, and you may not be able to install large pans and platters in the freezer because of its long, thin design. Water/Ice Ding: Many modern refrigerators have door ice and water dispensers that allow you to comfortably fill your dish. You'll find options that offer both diced and crushed
ice, and some more accurate options may even give up hot or sparkling water. The main attraction here is comfort, but there are some downsides that come with this feature. For one, refrigerator models of in-the-door water and ice dispensers typically cost a few hundred dollars more. In addition, they need more electricity to use this feature. In addition, ice
dispensers are known for decay, resulting in higher repair costs over the life of the device. Finally, depending on the style and layout of the hub, it may reduce the storage space you have in the freezer. Filtering: One less considered feature you might want to think about whether your fridge comes with filtration options. Two of the most common filtration in
modern equipment are water and air. If you choose a refrigerator with a water and ice dispenser, it will probably have a water filter that removes impurities from the water source. However, this is often an additional cost because you need to change the filter every 6 months or so, depending on the manufacturer's recommendation. In addition, some
refrigerators have air filters that eliminate odors from the refrigerator. It's convenient if a musty-smelling fridge bothers you, but again, you need to change the filter periodically. Exterior Finish: While perhaps not the most important consideration, you will probably want to find a fridge that is aesthetically pleasing and suitable for your kitchen décor. Some
common finishes include white, black and stainless steel, but you can also find slate, bisque and even wooden finishes. One device finish that has become increasingly popular in recent years is tin and fingerprint-resistant stainless steel. This is a great option for families who have young children because you don't have to constantly wipe off the fridge to
remove the signs left with small hands. Advanced Features: Once you have decided on the features described above, you can then think about the various advanced options available in modern refrigerators. For example, some refrigerators today have smart features such as energy monitoring, voice control, built-in kitchen control centers, refrigerator
cameras, and more. Some of these features may be really useful to you and your family, but remember that high-tech functionality is likely to cost you several hundred dollars or more. It is therefore important to consider smart features at a cost. The following are some of the most popular styles of refrigerators, with pros and cons for each. Top Freezer:
Growing up, you probably had a top-freezer fridge because it was the standard model for years. You may still get these traditional refrigerators today, but they generally don't have as many bells and whistles as other more modern designs. This means that there are many benefits to having a freezer on top of your fridge. For one, the U.S. Department of
Energy has found refrigerators in the top freezer use 10 to 25 percent less energy than those with a freezer bottom. Plus, top freezers generally provide the most usable freezer space because they have a full width of the appliance and are not limited to drawers. Not to mention that top-freezer refrigerators are generally one of the cheapest options because
they're not trendy style right now. Prices start as low as $300 and range to $1,500 or so based on make and model. Bottom Freezer: It's more common to see refrigerators under the freezer today because this style has gained popularity over the last several years. Many people like this style device because it puts a frigid self at eye level-reasoning here, so
most people use the refrigerator more often, so it should have more convenient access. Bottom freezers can be either swinging-door or pull-drawer styles, and there are usually baskets or shelves within the cavity. Depending on how you use your freezer space, it can be either a benefit or a downside-it certainly helps the organization, but it limits you to
storing larger items in the freezer. Bottom freezer refrigerators tend to be slightly more expensive than top-freezer models, starting at about $900 and reaching upwards of $4,000 for high-end models. Side-by-Side: Another popular refrigerator style is side-by-side models where the fridge and freezer split the device vertically. As such, these devices have two
doors that swing open, so you must have space in your kitchen to accommodate them. One of the advantages of this style fridge is that both the fridge and freezer have an eye level that allows you to access both without crouching over. In addition, many people prefer this type of freezer space because it prevents items from getting buried, as they often do
in freezer drawers. Plus, this style refrigerator is generally equipped with a built-in ice and water dispenser. Side-by-side refrigerators are that the devices are often wider than other models, but they still struggle to accommodate large plates and platters. This can be a problem if you often host holidays or other events and need to save great dishes. Plus, as
mentioned above, the built-in ice dispensers have a very high repair speed. In terms of costs, low-end side-by-side refrigerators start at about $900, and the largest, most advanced models can cost upwards of $8,000. French door: Door refrigerators are very popular today thanks to its sleek, modern design and a host of high-end features. This style is from
the bottom of the freezer, as well as two fridge doors up that swing out in either direction. Some models also have an extra medium drawer that can be used in either a refrigerator or freezer room-these products called double drawer refrigerators. In addition to its stylish look, French door-style refrigerators have many advantages. For one, you have a full-
width refrigerator space, but you don't have to open both doors to access the items you need. In addition, many have more spacious bins on their doors, and this style of fridge often comes with improved features such as home control centers and refrigerator cameras. Of course, there are downsides to French door fridges. Again, some people don't like the
bottom freezer strands, and this style of device is often very wide, so it may not fit all kitchens. Not to mention, it's probably the most expensive style of the fridge you can get, starting at about $1,200 and topping out at about $8,000. Counter-Depth: Usually you can find counter-depth refrigerators in all styles mentioned above. What makes these devices
different is they are not as deep as standard refrigerators. In general, counter-depth refrigerators are only 25 or 26 inches deep, allowing them to sit flush with standard cabinets. This style fridge is useful if you want a seamless look at your kitchen, and the designated fridge space has two sets of cabinets. The obvious downside, however, is that you sacrifice
valuable space for shorter depth. Freezer: If you store a lot of fresh food, you can prioritize the fridge space over the freezer space, and you may even prefer the freezer. These devices, which only contain refrigerator space, are not as common, but you will find several models ranging from about $500 to $2,000, depending on quality. Compact/Mini Fridge: If
you don't need a full fridge or just don't have room for one, you might want to consider a compact or miniature fridge. These smaller appliances are often used in men's caves, garages, offices and dorm rooms – you may need to keep food and drinks cold everywhere, but you don't need a full fridge. There are a variety of mini fridge shapes and sizes
available, so you're sure to find one that suits your space. Some only contain a refrigerator room, while others also have a small freezer. Small, basic options may cost as little as $80, but there are also high-end mini-refrigerators available with price tags of $1,000 or more in The Wine Fridge: If you're a wine enthusiast, you might want to consider a fridge
that's designed specifically for your favorite drink. These devices keep your wine exactly at the temperature, and you can choose from small items that hold some bottles of large, expensive models that can hold dozens. If you are buying a wine fridge, you may want to consider models temperature control because it allows you to store different types of wine
at your ideal temperature. Small wine refrigerators run about $100, while advanced, spacious models can cost upwards of $1,000. It all depends on how much you love your wine! The following are some of the most reliable fridge brands today, all of which you will likely encounter as you buy a new device. LG: This brand is known for its sleek, high-end side-
by-side and French door refrigerators, and its devices are generally spacious, quiet and efficient. Many people like this brand's newest feature, InstaView, which allows you to knock on the device door and see what's inside. However, his customer service is not known to be the best. GE: One of the most popular refrigerator brands, GE equipment is known
for its quality compressors. They offer many different styles of refrigerators, ranging in price from $600 to several thousand. Whirlpool: This brand makes a variety of refrigerator styles, and it puts an emphasis on efficiency and reliability. Whirlpool devices are medium-of-the-line in terms of price, and the brand is known for its good technical support, which is
always a plus. Samsung: Samsung mostly makes side-by-side and French door-to-door refrigerator models, and it offers both basic and very high-end models. This brand is known for integrating more organizational features, and many of its models have touchscreen control panels on the front - a useful feature, but it can be a costly improvement. Kenmore:
Kenmore, which can only be found at Sears, is known for its reliability, especially among its top- and bottom-freezer refrigerators. The downside of this brand is that their equipment is made by a variety of companies, making it somewhat difficult to facilitate repairs. Frigidaire: Frigidaire offers a number of excellent options for top-freezer refrigerators, but
shoppers understand that its bottom-freezer refrigerators often need repairs. Most refrigerators come with everything you need, but there are some additional accessories you might want to buy. For example, you can buy a different style ice maker if you want, as well as a variety of organizational tools to help segment your new refrigerator. Most fridge
manufacturers offer an added warranty that will cover your new appliance for a few years – like most warranties, they don't cover accidental damage. You can also ask if you want to buy an extended warranty in your fridge, but most experts agree that these coverage plans are simply not worth the price. Most contracts have too much penalty and can be
prohibited for certain parts, such as ice dispensers or door seals, or if they find you haven't done enough maintenance. In general, it is better to simply save money to pay for repairs yourself. Yourself.
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